
 

WANNEROO WHISPERS              06/11/2014 

 

ASSOCIATION MANAGERS REPORT 

Spring 

 Club Contacts please ensure that you distribute or make your membership aware of the 

Policies and Procedures for WDNA which is available on our website. 

 We have had many instances of policy breaches during spring and you could save your club 

from being issued with a large fine if you are aware of the rules. 

 Single Game Vouchers must be purchased before the game and a player can only play twice 

on a voucher….otherwise you will be fined $50.00 for playing an ineligible player and the 

loss of points for that game. 

 Scorecards must be filled in correctly including divisions…not age i.e.: 8/9 or U9 is incorrect it 

should be a name such as Mystics or Firebirds for NSG Set and a number for all other 

divisions. 

Team numbers must also be included i.e.: Rangers 2 not just Rangers.  

Names are to be in alphabetical order on all scorecards. 

 If you find yourself winning by big margins you could try playing players out of their normal 

positions to try to give the opposition a chance and they might even have fun…..we have 

noticed a lot of the scorecards have margins like 35 to 1 and players were not rotated 

throughout the whole game…whilst rotation is not a ruling for 11s and 12s it would be in the 

spirit of the game to try something. 

 With the bye game in the 10 & Under Division 1 v 11 & under division 3 please keep in mind 

that the 10s do have to rotate players so another good chance for the 11s to try something 

new. 

 Please place all rubbish including plastic drink bottles in the bins provided. 

 An 8 year old lost her glasses on Wednesday 05/11/2014 on court 21 and is struggling 

without them so if you found some purple Roxy glasses can you please return or advise the 

office. 

 Please be vigilant when at the courts as we have incidents of phones being stolen from bags 

on the courts and a car was broken into in the carpark. 

If your club has any opinions or ideas for the competition please send them through to me at 

manager@wdna.net.au ASAP as we are having our forward planning weekend next week and this is 

your chance to have a say. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOMINATED BY: NAME:    

DATE:  ____________ SIGN:    

  

SECONDED BY: NAME:    

DATE:  ____________ SIGN:             

NAME OF NOMINEE:  

POSITION NOMINATED FOR:   

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________ PH:   

EMAIL: MOB:  

SIGNATURE OF NOMINEE:   

ASSOCIATION AFFILIATION (If any) ___________________________________________ 

WEST COAST NETBALL REGION  
COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM -   2015 

Management Committee 

 

 

President 

Vice President 

West Coast Warriors Coordinator 

Media and Marketing Coordinator 

One Representative from each Association 

(must be able to have unrestricted voting rights) 

Treasurer 

Development and Umpiring Coordinator 

Sponsorship and Grants Coordinator 

Two (2) General Committee Members 

 

Please see overleaf for a description of 

Management and West Coast Warriors 

Committee positions. 

Nominees must be a minimum age of 18 

The prior consent of any nominee is 

necessary 

Nomination forms should be received by  the 

Administrator  on or before  

2.00 pm 25th November 2014 

Please confirm with the Administrator any 

faxed or emailed forms 

Should insufficient nominations be received 

vacant positions will be called for from the 

floor.  Applications can be submitted to: 

Post to: WCNR 

PO Box 1561, Wangara WA 6947 

 

 Fax To: 94099707  

Email : westcoast.netball@bigpond.com 


